
CYB/CYS – BACKGROUND CHECK
INSTRUCTIONS FOR 2016

1) If your name is on the attached list, you can fill out the “Returning Volunteer” form.

2) If your name is NOT on this list, you MUST use the regular volunteer form.

Please note that your name not being on the list means that a background check was
not run for you the previous year (2015). LL rules allow use of the returning volunteer form
only if a check was run the previous year. As a result (and also due to LL changing the
background check vendor recently), your name may not be on the list even though you
volunteered last year or in previous years, or had background checks done in previous years.
It’s also possible you submitted a form last year, but didn’t include your SS# or Photo ID, and
thus we could not run the background check. The only thing that matters in regard to
whether or not you can use the “Returning Volunteer” form is if a background check was
successfully run on you in 2015. If you’re not on this list, for whatever reason, that didn’t
happen.

NOTE: you MUST provide SS# and copy of photo ID for the regular form.

- If you don’t provide the SS# and photo ID for the full application, CYB is not authorized to
run the background check.
- If we can’t run the background check, you are not allowed to coach/volunteer per LL rules.
- insufficient response by volunteers to this process could jeopardize the status of CYB/CYS
Little League charter
- the forms are destroyed via shredder at end of the yearly baseball season – late fall/early
winter

Delivery options:

1) In hand to VP Safety Anthony DePaolo, Safety Committee member Jeff Falk, or President
Randy Bellair. In hand is preferred method. The monthly CYB Board meeting is good
place/time to do it. Call Anthony at (203) 996 8029 to arrange for another drop off
time/location. You can give forms to your head coach or other CYB/CYS officials to deliver to
the league.

2) email to VP Safety at cybcyssafety@gmail.com

3) fax to Anthony at (203) 272 4059

mailto:cybcyssafety@gmail.com


LIST OF PEOPLE WHO CAN USE “RETURNING VOLUNTEER” FORM FOR LL BACKGROUND
CHECK FOR 2016:

Alvarenga,
Heber

arneson, alan

bankowski,
andrew

bishop, michael

brady, james

brancazio,
Lawrence

burke, sean

capute, todd

Catalanotto,
Vito

Cortigliano,
Stephen

Danese, Vincent

Dempsey, Daniel

DePaolo, Anthony

Desai, Amit

dewitt, derek

Dietrich, Kevin

dooling, edward

dyer, michael

egan, seann

enders,
christopher

falk, jeffrey

feinauer,
john
giampietro,
joseph
Goodrich,
Scott
grayson,
brian
greenwood
, jennifer

greenwood

, stephen

gress, john

grove, Wendy

gutowski,
stephen

Hale, Michael

hanover, walter

hartman, david

hayden, daniel

Hearrin, Laurie

Hebert, Marc

hidalgo, marlon

hughes, joseph

jalowiec, colleen

Jarrell, Patton

jinks, james

kelly, michael

kobylanski,
michael
kozlowski,
michael
lamadeleine,
mark
Lengyel,
William

Lentini, Bryan

Lewis,
Franklyn

Lotko, John

lozaw, eric

lucht, justin

macgillivray,
mountain

Mann, Diana

mann, howard

mcbain, david

miller, joseph

Nagle, Stephen

paul, andrew

Paul, Brian

Piccirillo, Jason

Pittman, Brian

rockwell, bryan

Rodriguez,
Edgar

rotondo, louis

Sardilli,
Anthony

sargolini, frank

Shankman,
Jeffrey
siefker,
michael

smith, amy

Sweigard,
daniel
Vignola,
Christopher

Willi, John


